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Abstract—In this paper, we study how to jointly predict travel
demands and traffic flows for all regions of a city at a future
time interval. From an empirical analysis of traffic data, we
outline three desired properties, namely region-level correlations,
temporal periodicity and inter-traffic correlations. Then, we
propose a comprehensive neural network based traffic prediction
model, where various effective embeddings or encodings are de-
signed to capture the aforementioned properties. First, we design
effective region embeddings to capture two forms of region-level
correlations: spatially close regions have similar embeddings, and
regions with similar properties (e.g., the number of POIs and
number of roads in a region) other than locations have similar
embeddings. Second, we extract the “day-in-week” and “time-
in-day” and utilize the temporal periodicity in designing the
embeddings for time intervals. Third, we propose an effective
encoding for past traffic data which captures two forms of inter-
traffic correlations – the correlation between past and future
traffic, and the correlation between travel demands and traffic
flows within past traffic data. Extensive experiments on two real
datasets verify the high effectiveness of our model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of global positioning services enables a
massive amount of traffic data being collected, which in turn
helps predict future traffic. Traffic prediction is crucial to
many transportation services such as taxi dispatching, route
planning, and congestion avoidance [35], [33], [24]. There
have been considerable studies on this topic, such as traffic
flow prediction [11], [30], [28], [16], [7], [13], [21], [12], [19]
and travel demand prediction [31], [8], [27], [1], [5], [18].

To our best knowledge, existing methods focus on the
prediction for only a single type of traffic data. For example,
Yao et al. [31] and Geng et al. [8] propose different models for
travel demands prediction, while Zhang et al. [34] and Pan et
al. [21] design different models for traffic flows prediction.
We argue that the correlation between travel demands and
traffic flows should not be negligible, and instead, utilizing
such correlations can further enhance the prediction accuracy
for each single type of traffic data. For example, if there are
increasing travel demands in a region, the traffic flows in that
region would accordingly increase in a near future.

Therefore, we study how to jointly predict travel demands
and traffic flows, with a focus on region-level traffic prediction
– given an input that consists of a city (composed of a set of
disjoint regions), a future time interval and some past traffic
data, we aim to estimate both the travel demands and traffic
flows during a future time interval for all regions of the city.

From our investigation real-world traffic data in Example 1,
we find three properties that a desirable joint prediction
model should capture: 1) inter-traffic correlations between
different types of traffic data, 2) region-level correlations, and
3) temporal periodicity of traffic data.

Example 1: Figure 1 presents the travel demands and traffic
flows of several regions in Chengdu, one of the five largest
cities in China. Here, Chengdu is split into 64 regions, each
with a size of 1km⇥ 1km (Figure 1 (a)). Next, we elaborate
each of aforementioned properties.
(1) Inter-traffic Correlations: In Figure 1 (b), we first plot
the travel demands and traffic outflows for region 7 on October
1st. We can find that outflows at a later moment are influenced
by demands earlier. Next, we plot travel demands and traffic
inflows for region 54 on October 1st, and we can find that
inflows earlier can influence demands at a later moment.
(2) Region-level Correlations – Figure 1 (c) shows the travel
demands of six regions (with IDs 11, 18, 19, 20, 27 and 33) on
October 1st, where 11, 18, 20 and 27 are neighbors of 19. We
observe that regions that have similar traffic can be correlated
in two aspects: i) they are similar location-wise, e.g. regions 19
and its neighbors 11 and 18. ii) they are similar at dimensions
other than location, e.g. regions 19 and 33 both are business
districts, and have similar travel demands.
(3) Temporal Periodicity: Figure 1 (d) shows the traffic
inflows of regions 15 and 31, November 1st -30th, where a
strong weekly periodicity is exhibited.

Astute readers may wonder the possibility to extend existing
prediction methods primarily designed for a single type of
traffic data to achieve a joint prediction. Unfortunately, the
answer is no because: (1) They simply treat past traffic data
as sequences and only a coarse-grained trend of traffic data
is learned from such sequences. However, correlations among
regions and temporal periodicity should be embedded in the
spatio-temporal representations of regions and time intervals.
(2) The inter-traffic correlations among given past traffic data
have never been explicitly modeled or leveraged.

Therefore, we propose a comprehensive model called
DeepTP. DeepTP can effectively encode the above three prop-
erties in a fine-grained manner and result in a unified spatio-
temporal representation. In particular, we encode the given
input as follows.

Region embedding (to capture region-level correlations):
Three spatial graphs, (connectivity-aware graph, neighbor-
aware graph and similarity-aware graph), are constructed to
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Fig. 1. The Findings about Traffic Prediction
achieve our goal. Specifically, we utilize road network connec-
tions and spatial neighborhoods to create connectivity-aware
graph and neighbor-aware graph, such that the first form of
correlation is captured, i.e., spatially close regions have similar
embeddings. The similarity-aware graph considers similarities
other than locations (e.g., the number of POIs and the number
of roads) for each region, to capture the second form of
correlation. Subsequently, we use the graph neural network
model GAT (Graph Attention Networks) [26] to generate
representations based on these three spatial graphs.

Future time interval embedding (to capture temporal
periodicity): For each time interval t, we extract its “day-
in-week” and “time-in-day”, whose embeddings are used to
represent t. To capture the temporal periodicity, we respec-
tively build connection graphs for “day-in-week” and “time-in-
day”, and then leverage certain unsupervised graph embedding
methods (e.g., node2vec [10]) to initialize each time interval’s
embedding.

Past traffic data encoding (to capture inter-traffic cor-
relations): Specifically, we aim to capture i) the correlation
between past and future traffic data, and ii) the inter-traffic
correlations (between traffic flows and travel demands) for past
traffic data. To capture the former, we apply sequence encoding
models to encode past information, and propose some novel
fusion frameworks to merge encoding results of past and future
traffic data into a unified representation. To capture the latter,
we further enhance this unified representation by exploiting
inter-traffic similarities among regions. In particular, we first
compute the inter-traffic similarity for any two regions based
on past traffic data, and then use it to enhance the three
spatial graphs we earlier created in capturing the region-level
correlations.

Finally, we fuse the above representations and design an
estimation model to predict future traffic data for each region.
In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We design a comprehensive neural network model,
DeepTP, that can fully exploit regions, time intervals,
road networks and past traffic data to achieve a joint
prediction of travel demands and traffic flows. To our
best knowledge, this is the first work studying the joint
prediction of traffic data (Section III).

• We construct three spatial graphs to capture two different
forms of region-level correlations, based on which we
propose effective embedding methods to generate hidden

representations for regions (Section IV-A).
• We propose effective embedding methods to generate

hidden representations for time intervals by utilizing the
temporal periodicity. (Section IV-B).

• We design an effective encoding model to generate the
representation for the past traffic data, which can fully
exploit the region-level and inter-traffic correlations. (Sec-
tion V).

• We conduct a comprehensive evaluation on two real world
datasets. The results show that our method outperforms
existing approaches significantly (Section VII).

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Preliminaries
A road network is a directed graph G = hV, Ei, where V =

{vi} is a node set, E = {eij} is an edge set, and an edge
eij represents the road segment from vi to vj . Similar to [34],
[31], [21], we regard a city as a rectangle, and then split it
into H ⇥ W grids, where each grid corresponds to a region
ri,j (i 2 [1, H] and j 2 [1,W ]). Then the whole city can be
denoted as the set R = {ri,j}. In addition, ri,j indicates the
i⇥W + j-th region. Let k = i⇥W + j, then we use rk and
ri,j interchangeably in this paper.
Connectivity-aware Graph. We build a connectivity-aware
graph Ac = hR, Eci to model the connectivity among regions.
The weight of an edge ecij 2 Ec indicates the number of edges
linking ri and rj in the road network G. Taking Figure 2 for
example, there are 4⇥ 4 = 16 regions and the corresponding
connectivity-aware graph includes 16 nodes. There are two
road edges e1 and e2 coming from r5 to r1, so the weight of
the region link ec51 is set to 2. If a road edge in the road
network passes through k (k � 1) regions, the road edge
would correspond to k�1 region links. For example, e1 passes
through r9, r5 and r1, so it corresponds to ec95 and ec51. In this
paper, for simplicity, Ac is used to represent both the graph
and its adjacency matrix Ac 2 RN⇥N , where Ac[i, j] means
the weight of the edge ecij .
Neighbor-aware Graph. To account for the spatial neighbor-
ing correlation between regions, we build a neighbor-aware
graph An = hR, Eni. In An, an edge enij 2 En indicates that
ri and rj are neighboring regions. As shown in Figure 2, each
region has at most eight neighbors. Here, An also represents
its adjacency matrix, where An[i, j]=1 if there exists an edge
enij in En; otherwise, it is 0.
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Fig. 2. Road Network & Regions

Similarity-aware Graph. Each region is affiliated with some
properties (e.g., number of POIs, number of roads and the
type of regions). Intuitively, regions with similar properties
may have similar traffic tendency. For example, if a region
belongs to a residence area, there should be many demands
and outflows in morning peak hours, and many inflows in
the evening peak hours. To capture such a similarity among
regions, we build a fully connected undirected graph As =

hR, Esi, namely similarity-aware graph. As shown in Figure 2,
we plot only the edges linking with the region r6 for simplicity.
Also, As 2 RN⇥N can represent its adjacency matrix, where
As[i, j] is computed with cos(pr

i

, pr
j

). Here, cos(·, ·) is the
cosine similarity function, and the vectors pr

i

and pr
j

denote
the properties of ri and rj , respectively.

B. Problem Definition

For a region r and a time interval t (e.g., 10 minutes), we
consider two types of traffic data: travel demand and traffic
flow, denoted as dtr and f t

r , respectively. dtr is the total number
of potential travel demands (e.g., taxi orders) starting from r
during t. f t

r can be further split into two types: the traffic
inflow if t

r that represents the total number of crowds arriving
at r during t, and the traffic outflow of t

r that indicates the total
number of crowds leaving from r during t.

Definition 1 (Travel Demands and Traffic Flows): Given
a time interval t and a city R = {ri,j} (i 2 [1, H]

and j 2 [1,W ]), the associated travel demands and traf-
fic flows are denoted as Dt

R = [[dtr]j ]i 2 RH⇥W⇥1 and
Ft
R = [[if t

r , of
t
r ]j ]i 2 RH⇥W⇥2. Specifically, we jointly

represent the travel demands and traffic flows as DFt
R =

[[dtr, if
t
r , of

t
r ]j ]i 2 RH⇥W⇥3. For simplicity, we use Dt, Ft

and DFt to represent Dt
R, Ft

R and DFt
R.

For example, we illustrate three trajectories (T1, T2 and
T3) during 8:00Am–8:20Am in Figure 2. When we set the
size of a time interval as 10 minutes, we would collect travel
demands and traffic flows at two time intervals (t1 =[8:00Am–
8:10Am] and t2 =[8:10Am–8:20Am]), respectively. Then, we

have dt1r7 = 3. We also have of t1
r7 = 3 and if t1

r11 = 3, because
the time (8:02Am, 8:01Am and 8:05Am) of leaving from r7
to r11 is at t1 for the three trajectories.

Last, we formally define our traffic prediction problem.
Definition 2 (Traffic Prediction Problem): Given a city R,

a future time interval I , and past traffic data DF[I�l:I�1]
=

{DFI�l, · · · , DFI�1}, where l is the number of past time
intervals, the problem is to predict travel demands DI and
traffic flows FI . For simplicity, we represent DF[I�l:I�1]

=

{DFI�l, · · · , DFI�1} with DF[1:l]
= {DF1, · · · , DFl}.

III. MODEL OVERVIEW

In this section, we outline the architecture of our proposed
model DeepTP and how it incorporates the desired properties
reported in Example 1. As shown in Figure 3, DeepTP contains
four modules: the future spatio-temporal information encoding
module Mc (to be elaborated in Section IV), the past traffic
sequence encoding module Mp (Section V-A), the graph-
based correlation encoding module Mg (Section V-B), and
the final estimation module Me (Section VI-A).

In Mc, we first design the region embedding and the
time interval embedding models, which respectively account
for the region-level correlations and temporal periodicity, to
embed regions R and the future time interval I . In addition,
we use a fully connected neural network (FCc) to encode
various context features (if available), such as event features
(e.g., holiday) and meteorological features (e.g., weather).
At last, we design the sd-Fusion module to fuse the above
representations into the code hsd.

When designing the past traffic sequence encoding module
Mp, we regard past traffic data (DF[1:l]) as a sequence and use
a sequence encoding model GRU [4] to capture the temporal
dependency of traffic. In particular, we successively take the
traffic data (DF1, · · · , DFl) as the input of GRU and generate
hidden codes (h1

df , h2
df , · · · , hl

df ) for past time intervals. In
order to represent past and future features together, we design
the pc-Fusion module to fuse these past hidden codes with the
code hsd to generate the fused code hpc.

To capture the inter-traffic correlations among regions, we
design the module Mg . We compute inter-traffic correlations
(denoted as Htr) between any two regions to enhance the three
spatial graphs, based on which we apply a graph neural net-
work model GAT (Graph Attention Networks) [26] to further
encode hpc into three codes, hĉ

g , hn̂
g and hŝ

g , respectively.
In Me, we first merge the four codes hpc, hĉ

g , hn̂
g and

hŝ
g , and then use a fully connected neural network FCe to

generate the final traffic estimation ˆDF
I
. In addition, we design

several loss functions to compute the loss between estimated
and actual traffic, to facilitate our training of DeepTP.

IV. SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL INFORMATION ENCODING

In Section IV-A, we propose a model to embed regions into
hidden representations by capturing the region-level correla-
tions. In Section IV-B, we describe the time interval embed-
ding model. Last, we describe the context encoding network
FCc and the fusion module sd-Fusion in Section IV-C.
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A. Region Embedding

Recall Example 1 we leverage two region-level correlations
to encode regions: (i) if two regions are neighbors or connected
by road edges, there would be similar traffic for them; (ii)
if two regions have similar/dissimilar spatial properties, there
would be similar/dissimilar traffic for them. Among the three
spatial graphs constructed in Section II-A, connectivity-aware
graph Ar and neighbor-aware graph An are used to capture
correlation-(i), and similarity-aware graph As is used to
cpature correlation-(ii).

By taking into account these three spatial graphs, we design
the region embedding model in Figure 4. Note that the input
of any machine learning method is usually a vector, while
a region ri,j is identified by a vertical id i and a horizontal
id j. We hence use vertical one-hot encoding and horizontal
one-hot encoding to represent i and j, denoted as the vectors
oh 2 RH and ov 2 RW , respectively. Then, we represent
r by concatenating oh and ov into a vector or 2 RH+W .
When considering all regions, the corresponding one-hot vec-
tors would be respectively merged into the one-hot matrices
OH = [[oh]i,j ] 2 RN⇥H , OV = [[ov]i,j ] 2 RN⇥W and
OR = [[or]i,j ] 2 RN⇥(H+W ). Here, N = H ⇥W dictates the
number of regions. Next, we leverage a graph neural network
model GAT (Graph Attention Networks) [26] to transform OR

into dense tensors. In particular, we apply two graph attention
layers in our GAT models. Thus, given the adjacent matrix
Ax 2 RN⇥N of a spatial graph (here, x represents c, n or

s) and the input OR, the corresponding output hx
R can be

computed as follows:

h1
g

[i] =W1
g

O
R

[i], 81  i  N

↵1
g

[i, j] =
exp(a1

g

· [h1
g

[i], h1
g

[j], A
x

[i, j]])P
r

k

2N
x

(r
i

) exp(a
1
g

· [h1
g

[i], h1
g

[k], A
x

[i, k]])
, 81  i, j  N

h2
g

[i] =W2
g

X

r

j

2N
x

(r
i

)

↵1
g

[i, j]h1
g

[j], 81  i  N

↵2
g

[i, j] =
exp(a2

g

· [h2
g

[i], h2
g

[j], A
x

[i, j]])P
r

k

2N
x

(r
i

) exp(a
2
g

· [h2
g

[i], h2
g

[k], A
x

[i, k]])
, 81  i, j  N

hx

R

[i] =
X

r

j

2N
x

(r
i

)

↵2
g

[i, j]h2
g

[j], 81  i  N

where W1
g 2 Rd1

g

⇥(H+W ) and a1g 2 R2d1
g

+1 are parameters of
the first graph attention layer, W2

g 2 Rd2
g

⇥d1
g and a2g 2 R2d2

g

+1

are parameters of the second graph attention layer, Nx(ri) =
{rj |Ax[i, j] > 0} represents the set of neighboring regions
of ri in the graph Ax, and hx

R[i] 2 Rd2
g represents the final

dense embedding of ri. In particular, three spatial graphs (Ac,
An and As) correspond to three dense embeddings (hc

R, hn
R

and hs
R). For simplicity, we denote the above process as the

formula hx
R = GATx(OR|Ax).

Notably, connectivity-aware graph (Ac) is a directed graph.
Thus, if an edge eij 2 Ec but eji /2 Ec, the neighboring
region rj would be ignored when we compute attentions for
the region ri. To address this issue, we design a new model,
denoted as d-GAT, to replace the raw GAT for connectivity-
aware graph. As shown in the right part of Figure 4, we
consider both the adjacency matrix A and its transpose matrix
AT. Accordingly, we generate two embeddings based on A
and AT and merge them with the element-wise plus operation.
This process is formalized as hout = d-GAT(hin|A) =

GAT1(hin|A) � GAT2(hin|AT
), where hin and hout cor-

respond to input representations and output representations,
respectively. Here, for connectivity-aware graph, we have
hin = OR and hout = hc

R, so we denote the formula as
hc
R = d-GATr(OR|Ac).
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With the above three dense embeddings generated, hc
R 2

RN⇥d2
g , hn

R 2 RN⇥d2
g and hs

R 2 RN⇥d2
g , we concate-

nate them to get the final spatial representation hR =

concat(hc
R, h

n
R, h

s
R) 2 RN⇥d

r , where dr = 3d2g denotes the
dimension of each region’s embedding.

B. Time Interval Embedding

In this section, we leverage our finding on the temporal
periodicity to encode time intervals. Due to the continuous
nature of time intervals, it is unrealistic to embed every time
interval. Thanks to the weekly periodicity, we only need to
consider time intervals of a week. In particular, we can regard
the time interval as a combination of “day-in-week” (1 to 7
for Monday–Sunday) and “time-in-day” (1 to 24⇥60

�t if the size
of a time interval is �t minutes). For example, given a time
interval (Tuesday 8:55-9:00Am), its “day-in-week” and “time-
in-day” are 2 and 9⇥60

�t , respectively. Hence, embedding a time
interval equals to embedding its “day-in-week” and “time-in-
day”. Next, we will explain the details.

As shown in Figure 5, given a time interval, we first
extract its “day-in-week” and “time-in-day”. Next, we use
one-hot codes to represent them, denoted as ow 2 R7 and
od 2 R288 (if the size of a time interval is 5 minutes). Later,
we use two fully connected neural networks to embed ow
and od into two dense vectors hw 2 Rd

w and hd 2 Rd
d :

hw = Wwow and hd = Wdod, where Ww 2 Rd
w

⇥7 and
Wd 2 Rd

d

⇥288 are corresponding parameters. In addition, it
is intuitive that neighboring days or intervals have relevance
on traffic. To capture this relation, we respectively construct
connection graphs Gw and Gd for “day-in-week” and “time-
in-day”. Each connection graph is regarded as a circle where
neighboring days/intervals are connected by an undirected
edge. Hence, we can use some popular unsupervised graph
embedding techniques (such as DeepWalk [22], Line [23],
node2vec [10]) to embed day/interval nodes and use their
embeddings to initialize Ww and Wd. At last, we concate-
nate these two representations (hw and hd) to get the final
temporal representation ht = concate(hw, hd) 2 Rd

w

+d
d . For

simplicity, we denote the size of ht as dt = dw + dd.
To summarize, given a future time interval I , we can use

the temporal embedding module to encode it into a hidden
representation hI 2 Rd

t .

C. Spatio-Temporal Representation Fusion
1) Context Encoding: As outlined in Section III we design

a fully connected network FCc to encode the context E as:
hE

r

= W2
c

ReLU(W1
c

E
r

+ b1
c

) + b2
c

(1)

where Er 2 Rd
c represents the context of the region r, W1

c 2
Rd1

c

⇥d
c and b1c 2 Rd1

c respectively denote the weight matrix
and bias vector parameters of FCc’s first layer, and W2

c 2
Rd2

c

⇥d1
c , b2c 2 Rd2

c indicate the corresponding parameters of
FCc’s second layer. In addition, we select ReLU (Rectified
Linear Unit) as the activation function, which is calculated as
ReLU(x) = max(0, x). The reason of using ReLU is that it
can alleviate the vanishing gradient problem and thus get better
gradient propagation, as reported in [9]. Thus, for the whole
city R, we can get the corresponding representation hE =

[[hE
r

]j ]i 2 RH⇥W⇥d2 . Similar to the spatial representation
hR, we can also regard hE as a matrix with the shape RN⇥d2

c ,
where N = H ⇥W represents the number of all regions.

2) Fusing Spatio-temporal Representations: Based on the
region embedding, the time interval embedding and the context
encoding, we get three spatio-temporal representations hR, hI

and hE, respectively. Intuitively, they can be categorized into
two parts: static and dynamic. (1) Once the whole model is
trained, hR and hI would be static. In other words, when
using the trained model to predict traffic, both the same
regions’ embeddings and same time intervals’ embeddings
would be same. (2) hE is dynamic because the context input
E varies from time to time and does not pose the temporal
periodicity. To fuse these representations, one possible way
is to directly concatenate them, but that would ignore the
relationship between static and dynamic.

To address this issue, we propose a novel fusion framework
called sd-Fusion. The main idea is to use the dynamic repre-
sentation to enhance the static representations. As shown in
Figure 6, given a region r, we first consider its associated
spatial embedding hr = hR[r], context encoding hE

r

and
temporal embedding ht (ht = hI is the same across different
regions). Next, we use two fully connected neural networks
(FC1

sd and FC2
sd) to convert hE

r

into the domain of hr and
the domain of ht, respectively. Later, we enhance hr and ht

into h0
r and h0

t respectively, in a weighted summation manner.
h1
E

r

= W1
sd

hE
r

+ b1
sd

, h2
E

r

= W2
sd

hE
r

+ b2
sd

↵1
sd

=
exp(h1

E
r

)

1 + exp(h1
E

r

)
, ↵2

sd

=
exp(h2

E
r

)

1 + exp(h2
E

r

)

h0
r

= ↵1
sd

h
r

+ (1� ↵1
sd

)h1
E

r

, h0
t

= ↵2
sd

h
t

+ (1� ↵2
sd

)h2
E

r

Here, W1
sd 2 Rd

r

⇥d2
c , b1sd 2 Rd

r and W2
sd 2

Rd
t

2Rd

t

⇥d

2
c , b2sd 2 Rd

t respectively denote the parameters
of FC1

sd and FC2
sd; ↵1

sd 2 Rd
r ,↵2

sd 2 Rd
t denote the

associated weights; h0
r 2 Rd

r , h0
t 2 Rd

t denote the enhanced
results. At last, we concatenate the two enhanced results
into the final fused spatio-temporal representation hsd[r] =

concat(h0
r, h

0
t) 2 Rd

r

+d
t for the region r. As a result, for

the whole city R, we have the spatio-temporal representation
hsd 2 RN⇥(d

r

+d
t

), where N is the number of all regions.
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Fig. 8. Inter-traffic Correlation Computation

Also, we call hsd as the future code as it implicates future
information.

V. PAST INFORMATION ENCODING

Encoding past traffic data DF1:l is achieved in three steps:
(1) we leverage sequence encoding to encode it into basic
codes; (2) to capture the relationship between past traffic and
the spatio-temporal info at future time interval, we design a
fusion module pc-Fusion to merge the basic code with the
future code hsd (Section V-A); (3) we incorporate inter-traffic
correlations among regions into the fused result (Section V-B).

A. Past Traffic Encoding
As shown in the module Mp of Figure 3, we first progres-

sively generate the basic code ht
df for each past time interval

t, and then merge them with the future code hsd into the final
hybrid representation hpc.
Basic Sequence Encoding. In the local view, we jointly
represent travel demands and traffic flows by concatenating
them into the matrix DFt 2 RN⇥3 at each previous step t,
where 1  t  l. Later, in the global view, we consider
[DF1,DF2, · · · ,DFl

] as a sequence in capturing the temporal
dependency. Hence, it is intuitive to apply some sequence
encoding models to generate the basic code, and we choose the
RNN model GRU (Gated Recurrent Units) [4]. For each region
r, given its input sequence [DF1

[r],DF2
[r], · · · ,DFl

[r]], the
GRU model would recursively generate the hidden represen-
tation ht

df [r] at each t-th step by encoding the corresponding
input DFt

[r] and the previous hidden representation ht�1
df [r]

with the following formulae.

zt = �(Wz[h
t�1
df [r],DFt

[r]] + bz)

ut
= �(Wu[h

t�1
df [r],DFt

[r]] + bu)

˜ht
df [r] = tanh(Wh[z

t ⌦ ht�1
df [r],DFt

[r]] + bh)

ht
df [r] = (1� ut

[r])⌦ ht�1
df [r] + ut ⌦ ˜ht

df [r]

The initial value of ht
df [r] is h0

df [r] = 0. For each time step
t, DFt

[r] 2 R3 means the input vector, zt, ut 2 Rd
h represent

the activation vector of reset gate and update gate, respectively;
˜ht
df [r] denotes the current state vector; ht

df [r] 2 Rd
h is the

updated state vector, also known as the output vector. In
addition, �(·) and tanh(·) represent two kinds of activation
functions, i.e., sigmoid function �(x) = 1

1+e�x

and hyperbolic
tangent function tanh(x) = ex�e�x

ex+e�x

. Notably, we need to learn
the weight matrix parameters (Wz,Wu,Wh 2 Rd

h

⇥(3+d
h

))

and the bias vector parameters (bz, bu, bh 2 Rd
h ) in the

training stage. As a result, we can get the output vector
ht
df [r] 2 Rd

h for each region r at the step t. Besides, we
merge the output vectors of all regions and get the basic code
ht
df 2 RN⇥d

h . For simplicity, this iterative process is denoted
as ht

fd = GRU(DFt, ht�1
df ).

Past-Future Fusion. Although we have progressively gener-
ated basic codes h[1:l]

df = {h1
df , · · · , hl

df} for past features,
the relation between past and future features has not been
incorporated. Hence, we need to fuse h[1:l]

df with the future
code hsd. One way is to directly concatenate them, but
features at different past time intervals should have different
influence on future prediction. To achieve so, we leverage the
attention mechanism, which has been widely applied in other
domains [20], [25]. This mechanism includes three objects:
query, key and value. key and value are two sets and each
element in key has a corresponding element in value.

Given a query, it would compute the attention between the
query and each element in key, and then regard the attention as
the weight of the corresponding element in value. After that,
it would take the weighted sum of all elements in value as the
final result. As a result, the attention can capture the different
influence of different elements in value for the query.

As shown in Figure 7, we regard the future code hsd as
the query, and regard basic codes h[1:l]

df as both the key and
value. First, we transform hsd and h[1:l]

df into the same space,
denoted as q and K [1:l] respectively. Next, we use the cosine
function to compute the similarity between q and each element
Kt as the corresponding attention. Then, we use the softmax
function to normalize attentions into the weights ↵[1:l]

pc , whereP
1tl ↵

t
pc = 1. Thus, we can compute the weighted sum

¯hpc based on the weights ↵[1:l]
pc and basic code h[1:l]

df . Last, we
concatenate the sum ¯hpc and the future code hsd as the final
hybrid past-future code hpc. In summary, for each region r,
the whole process can be formulated as below:

q[r] = Wqhsd, Kt
[r] = Wkh

t
df [r], 81  t  l

↵t
pc[r] = softmax(cos(q[r],Kt

[r])), 81  t  l

¯hpc[r] =
X

1tl

↵t
pc[r]h

t
df [r], hpc[r] = concat(¯hpc[r], hsd)

Here, Wq 2 Rd
a

⇥(d
r

+d
t

) and Wk 2 Rd
a

⇥d
h respectively

represent the transformation matrices of the query hsd and
key h[1:l]

df ; hpc[r] 2 Rd
h

+d
r

+d
t is the hybrid past-future

code for each region r. Similarity, we use the code hpc 2
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RN⇥(d
h

+d
r

+d
t

) to represent features for the whole city, where
N is the number of all regions.

B. Inter-traffic Correlation Encoding

To capture the correlations between traffic flows and travel
demands, we design the module Mg to encode the inter-traffic
correlations between any two regions, which consists of three
steps (Figure 3): (i) compute the inter-traffic correlation for
any two regions; (ii) leverage the correlation to enhance the
three spatial graphs; (iii) use the three enhanced graphs to
generate new representations via graph neural networks.
Computing inter-traffic correlation. Figure 8 shows how to
compute the inter-traffic correlations between two regions ri
and rj , by utilizing their associated past traffic data. We regard
the traffic data of a region ri as three vectors, d[1:l]r

i

2 Rl,
if [1:l]

r
i

2 Rl and of [1:l]
r
i

2 Rl, which respectively denote the
travel demands, traffic inflows and traffic outflow. Similarly,
we get d[1:l]r

j

, if [1:l]
r
j

and of [1:l]
r
j

for rj . Next, we join the three
vectors of ri with that of rj to get inter-traffic pairs, and
compute the inter-traffic correlation for each pair. For example,
the first pair is (d[1:l]r

i

, d[1:l]r
j

), so we compute the correlation
Htr[i, j, 1] as Htr[i, j, 1] = concat(d[1:l]r

i

, d[1:l]r
j

) · atr[1], where
atr 2 R9⇥2l is a parameter matrix learned by training data.
Similarly, we can get Htr[i, j, 2], · · · , Htr[i, j, 9]. At last, we
concatenate the nine correlations into Htr[i, j] 2 R9. As for
all region pairs, we would have Htr 2 RN⇥N⇥9.
Enhancing spatial graphs. The above computation of inter-
traffic correlation tends to ignore the spatial correlations
between regions. Since spatial correlations are represented
by three spatial graphs (a.k.a, connectivity-aware graph Ac,
neighbor-aware graph An, and similarity-aware graph As),
we use the following formula to fuse inter-traffic and region-
level correlations, in order to generate the enhanced spatial
graphs ˆAc, ˆAn, and ˆAs. Here, ˆAx 2 RN⇥N⇥9 is the adjacency
matrix (tensor) of the enhanced spatial graph.

ˆAx[i, j] =

⇢
Htr[i, j], if Ax[i, j] > 0

0, otherwise

Further encoding via enhanced spatial graphs. In Sec-
tion V-A, we have generated the code hpc to represent the
encoding of past and future features. To exploit the inter-traffic
correlation, we further encode hpc via the three enhanced
spatial graphs. Note that Htr[i, j] 6= Htr[j, i] as the influence
is not symmetric. Thus, all enhanced spatial graphs belong
to directed graphs, and we choose to use d-GAT to encode
them. Similar to the one in Section IV-A, d-GAT generates
new encodings (hĉ

g, h
n̂
g , h

ŝ
g 2 RN⇥d2

g ) via the following
formulae: hĉ

g = d-GATĉ(hpc| ˆAc), hn̂
g = d-GATn̂(hpc| ˆAn) and

hŝ
g = d-GATŝ(hpc| ˆAs).

VI. MODEL LEARNING

In this section, we first focus on the last module Me of
DeepTP in Section VI-A, and then discuss how to train DeepTP

and use the trained model to predict traffic in Section VI-B.

A. Final Estimation Module

We have encoded all features (a.k.a., future and past in-
formation) and generated the associated representations hpc,
hĉ
g , hn̂

g and hs̄
g: hpc captures temporal periodicity and basic

spatial correlations while hĉ
g , hn̂

g and hs̄
g capture inter-traffic

correlations among regions. To leverage them to predict future
traffic, we first concatenate them into a unified representation
and then apply the model FCe to generate the estimation
(Figure 3). Since FCe is a two-layer fully connected neural
network, the associated process is formulated as:

ˆDF
I
= W2

eReLU(W1
econcat(hpc, h

ĉ
g, h

n̂
g , h

s̄
g) + b1e) + b2e

where W1
e 2 Rd

e

⇥(d
h

+d
r

+d
t

+3d2
g

) and b1e 2 Rd
e denote the

weight matrix and bias vector parameters of FCe’s first layer,
W2

e 2 R3⇥d
e and b2e 2 R3 indicate the affiliated parameters

of FCc’s second layer, and ˆDF
I

is the estimated result.

B. Model Training and Prediction

Offline training. Algorithm 1 outlines the training process.
Given a road network G and all regions R of a city, we
build three spatial graphs connectivity-aware graph, neighbor-
aware graph and similarity-aware graph. Next, given the time
interval size �t, we build the associated connection graphs
Gw for “day-in-week” and and Gd for “time-in-day”. Then,
we initialize the temporal embedding matrices Ww,Wd by
applying the graph embedding method node2vec [10] with
the connection graphs Gw and Gd. As for other parameters of
DeepTP, we use normal distribution to initialize them (lines
1-5). After that, we iteratively train the whole model with the
given epochs S (lines 6-7). Specifically, ModelTrain explains
the training process for each epoch. We first compute the
training iterations S0 based on a given batch size bs, and then
shuffle all training data X,Y (line 1). In each iteration, we
extract bs training data from X,Y . Each element of X is
composed of DF1:l, the future time interval I , and the context
features E (lines 2-5). In particular, we first use the module
Mc to generate the code hsd to represent future features,
and then use the module Mp and the code hsd to further
encode past features into the past-future hybrid code hpc. Next,
we use the module Mg to generate hidden representations
hĉ
g, h

n̂
g , h

ŝ
g to account for inter-traffic correlations. Afterwards,

we concatenate the code hpc with hr̂
g, h

n̂
g , h

ŝ
g , and use the

module Me to make the estimation D̂F
I

(lines 6-9). Last, we
adopt the idea from [31] to design the following loss function.

loss(Y, ˆY ) =

|Y |X

i=1

((Y [i]� ˆY [i])2 + �(
Y [i]� ˆY [i]

Y [i]
)

2
)

It consists of two parts: the mean square loss and the square
of mean absolute percentage loss. The former is more relevant
to predictions of large values while the latter can prevent
training from being dominated by large value samples. We
utilize Adam Optimizer [14] to optimize all parameters by
minimizing the total loss loss (lines 10-11).
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Algorithm 1: Model Learning for DeepTP
Input: the road network G and the regions R of a city, the

time interval size �t, training inputs X , training labels
Y , test inputs X 0, different modules
(M

c

,M
p

,M
g

,M
e

), learning rate lr, training epochs
S, batch size bs, loss weight �.

Output: parameters ✓
c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

for the four models M
c

,
M

p

, M
g

and M
e

, prediction results Y 0

build connectivity-aware graph A
c

, neighbor-aware graph A
n

1
and similarity-aware graph A

s

with G and R;
build connection graphs G

w

and G
d

for “day-in-week” and2
“time-in-day” with �t;
W0

w

 node2vec(G
w

), W0
d

 node2vec(G
d

);3
initialize embedding matrices W

w

,W
d

with W0
w

,W0
d

;4
initialize other parameters in ✓

c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

with normal5
distribution;
for i 1 · · ·S do6

✓
c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

 7
ModelTrain(X,Y,M

c

,M
p

,M
g

,M
e

, lr, bs, �, A
c

, A
n

, A
s

);
using ✓

c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

to update M
c

, M
p

, M
g

and M
e

;
Y 0  Prediction(X 0,M

c

,M
p

,M
g

,M
e

, A
c

, A
n

, A
s

) ;8
return ✓

c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

, Y 0;9

Function ModelTrain-offline
Input: X,Y,M

c

,M
p

,M
g

,M
e

, lr, bs, �, A
c

, A
n

, A
s

)
training iterations S0 = b |X|

b

s

c, shuffle(X,Y );1
for i 1 · · ·S0 do2

collect X(i�1)b
s

+1:i⇥b

s

, Y(i�1)b
s

+1:i⇥b

s

;3
[(DF1:l, I,E)] X(i�1)b

s

+1:i⇥b

s

;4
[DFI ] Y(i�1)b

s

+1:i⇥b

s

;5
[h

sd

] M
c

([(R, I,E)], A
c

, A
n

, A
s

);6
[h

pc

] M
p

([(DF1:l, h
sd

)]);7
[(hĉ

g

, hn̂

g

, hŝ

g

)] M
g

([(DF1:l, h
pc

), A
c

, A
n

, A
s

]);8

[D̂F
I

] M
e

([(h
pc

, hĉ

g

, hn̂

g

, hŝ

g

)]));9

loss =
P

((DFI � D̂F
I

)2 + �(DFI�D̂FI

DFI

)2);10
✓
c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

 AdamOpt(loss, lr);11

return ✓
c

, ✓
p

, ✓
g

, ✓
e

;12

Function Prediction-online
Input: X 0,M

c

,M
p

,M
g

,M
e

, A
c

, A
n

, A
s

Output: Y 0

[(DF1:l, I,E)] X 0;1
[h

sd

] M
c

([(R, I,E)], A
c

, A
n

, A
s

);2
[h

pc

] M
p

([(DF1:l,E1:l, h
sd

)]);3
[(hĉ

g

, hn̂

g

, hŝ

g

)] M
g

([(DF1:l, h
pc

), A
c

, A
n

, A
s

]);4

[D̂F
I

] M
e

([(h
pc

, hĉ

g

, hn̂

g

, hŝ

g

)]));5

return [D̂F
I

];6

Online prediction. In the Prediction function, each element
of the input X 0 is composed of DF1:l, I and E, so we can use
the trained model to generate D̂F

I
as the estimation Y 0.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

Datasets.
(1) Road Networks & Regions & Time Intervals. We used
two road networks: Chengdu Road Network (CRN) and Xi’an
Road Network (XRN) extracted from OpenStreetMap 1. CRN

1https://www.openstreetmap.org

includes 3, 191 vertices and 9, 468 edges; XRN contains 4, 576
vertices and 12, 668 edges. We split the area of each road net-
work into disjoint grids with the size of �s⇥�s. In particular,
we respectively set �s as 500m, 1km, 2km and 4km to eval-
uate the robustness of models, and 1km is the default setting.
Hence, for a road network, the number of regions is computed
with N = H ⇥W = bdistmax

lat /�sc ⇥ bdistmax
lng /�sc, where

distmax
lat and distmax

lng denote the longest latitude and longitude
distance in the area covered by the road network. Also, we set
the size of a time interval (�t) as 5min, 10min, 30min and
60min, where the default is 10min and min means minutes.
(2) Region-based Traffic Flows and Travel Demands. Sim-
ilar to [21] and [31], we generate region-based traffic flows
and travel demands based on taxi orders in Chengdu (CD) and
Xi’an (XA), collected from Didi Chuxing2. Each order includes
an OD input (origin, destination and departure time) and its
associated trajectory. There are 5.8M and 3.4M orders in CD
and XA [32] respectively, both from 10/01/2016 to 11/30/2016.
The total number of time intervals can be calculated via
61⇥24⇥60min

�t . We regard a region r’s travel demand at a time
interval t as the number of taxi orders whose origin is in r and
departure time falls in t. As for each region’s traffic flows, we
use the way described in Section II-B to generate the inflows
and outflows based on the associated trajectories. We set l, the
number of past time intervals (in Definition 2), as 6, 12, 24,
48 for robustness evaluation, and the default is 12.
(3) External Data for Context Features. Two types of exter-
nal data, namely event features and meteorological features,
are used. For event features, we consider two indicators: the
holiday indicator (1 for holiday, 0 otherwise); the season
indicator (using 1-4 to denote four seasons). For meteoro-
logical features, we collect various weather properties3 for
each region, and use one-hot codes to represent categorical
properties.
(4) Training, Validation and Test Data. Since we can get
24⇥61⇥60min

�t time intervals for each dataset, we divide a
dataset into training, validation and test data by splitting the
time intervals with the ratios of 70%:10%:20%.
Baselines. We compare with seven typical baselines:

• Historical Average (HA): it uses the average value of the
given past traffic data as the predicted result.

• Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA): a
widely used model for time series prediction, which
combines moving average and autoregression [6]. We train
an individual ARIMA model for each region.

• Gradient Boosting Regression Tree (GBRT): a gradient
boosting decision tree based regression method that is
implemented using XGBoost [3].

• Deep Sequence Model (Seq [17]): using deep sequence
model (i.e., LSTM) to predict the future traffic.

• Deep Multi-View Spatio-temporal Network (DMVST [31]):
it uses the CNN model to encode sptio-temporal features

2https://outreach.didichuxing.com/research/opendata/
3https://darksky.net/dev/docs
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Fig. 9. MAPE & MARE vs. Hyper-parameters

in the local view and then uses LSTM to generate pre-
dicted results in the global view.

• Multi-Graph Convolution Network (MGCN [8]): it encodes
regions’ correlations with multiple graphs, then employs
the GCN model to encode each region, and uses the RNN
model to predict the future traffic.

• Deep Meta Learning (ST-Meta [21]): it uses the meta
learning model (i.e., the meta GAT and meta RNN mod-
els) to encode spatio-temporal features.

Environment. All machine/deep learning methods are imple-
mented with PyTorch 1.0 and Python 3.6, and trained with a
Tesla K40 GPU. The platform ran on Ubuntu 16.04 OS. In
addition, we use Adam [14] as the optimization method with
the mini-batch size of 12, the learning rate is set as 0.001, and
the training epochs are set as 50.
Evaluation Metrics. RMSE (Root Mean Square Error),
MAPE (Mean Absolute Percent Error) and MARE (Mean
Absolute Relative Error) are used. Let y = {yi} be the
ground truth and ŷ = {ŷi} be the predicted result. Then
we have: RMSE(y, ŷ) =

PN
i=1

q
|yi�ŷi|2

N , MAPE(y, ŷ) =
1
N

PN
i=1 |

yi�ŷi

yi

|, MARE(y, ŷ) =
P

N

i=1 |yi�ŷi|P
N

i=1 |yi| .

B. Setting of Model’s Hyper-parameters

We consider four hyper-parameters: (1) the embedding sizes
(dw, dd) of time intervals; (2) the sizes (d1g, d2g, d1c , d2c) of
different layer’s neural networks in Mc; (3) the sizes (dh, da)
of different layer’s neural networks in Mp; (4) the sizes (de)
of different layer’s neural networks in Me. In particular, we
set each hyper-parameter’s values as different integers, and
then evaluate DeepTP’s performance on the validation of CD
and XA. As shown in Figure 9, we plot the MAPE and the
MARE for different hyper-parameters. In summary, we set
each hyper-parameter with the value corresponding to the
optimal performance as follows: (1) For CD, we have dw = 4,
dd = 8, d1g = 8, d2g = 16, d1c = 32, d2c = 16, dh = 32, da = 4,
de = 32. (2) For XA, we have dw = 4, dd = 8, d1g = 8, d2g = 8,
d1c = 16, d2c = 16, dh = 16, da = 8, de = 32.
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RMSE
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Fig. 10. Loss on Validation Data vs. the Loss Weight �

TABLE I
EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS ON TEST DATA(�s=1km, �t=10min, l=12)

Methods HA ARIMA GBRT Seq DMVST MGCN ST-Meta NF NP NC DeepTP

CD
RMSE 20.91 39.13 16.42 17.45 15.09 13.56 12.37 10.91 13.28 10.41 9.59

MAPE(%) 41.78 69.56 52.06 28.36 25.73 22.62 22.17 21.28 22.07 21.05 19.31
MARE(%) 18.68 39.05 16.95 16.53 14.49 12.89 12.03 11.08 13.09 14.04 9.74

XA
RMSE 13.61 28.15 10.52 9.14 8.30 9.81 9.29 8.14 7.79 7.94 6.96

MAPE(%) 46.59 82.26 53.41 26.28 24.79 23.20 22.50 25.01 23.62 25.85 21.19
MARE(%) 21.90 46.31 17.74 15.83 14.53 12.78 12.28 14.39 13.66 14.93 11.18

C. Effectiveness of Loss Weight

To fine-tune the loss weight �, we vary it from 0.001 to
10 with a scale of 10 in training DeepTP. We compute the
three metrics for the validation data. The result is plotted in
Figure 10, from which we find: the performance first improves
with the increase of �, but is much worsened when exceeding
a certain threshold. The reason is two-fold: (i) there is a trade-
off between the accuracy of large � and small �; (ii) a bigger
� leads to a bigger loss, making it difficult to converge to
a global optimum based on the given learning rate, so the
performance is extremely worsened when � is greater than 1.
The best value of � is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.01 on these three metrics
respectively, and it holds for both CD and XA. Based on the
majority voting rule, we set the default value of � as 0.01.

D. Effectiveness Comparison

Apart from comparing DeepTP with the seven baseline
methods, we replace our DeepTP by three variations, namely
NF, NP and NC, to evaluate the effectiveness of different parts
of encodings in DeepTP (see Figure 3). In NF, we remove the
future spatial-temporal information encoding module. In NP,
we remove the past traffic sequence encoding module. In NC,
we remove the graph-based correlation encoding module.

Table I reports the evaluation results of all methods with
the default settings of �s, �t and l, and we observe:
(1) ARIMA performs the worst and is not good enough to model
traffic, due to its limited model expressiveness and incapability
to fully leverage complex spatial-temporal features.
(2) Neural network based methods outperform other methods,
because they can approximately fit any function.
(3) The MARE is consistently better than the MAPE across
all methods. By definition of MAPE and MARE, if MAPE is
greater than MARE, then

PN
i=1 |yi � ŷi|( 1

yi

� NP
N

j=1 yj

) > 0,

i.e., |yi � ŷi| is larger when yi <
PN

j=1 y
j/N . That means

the difference between the ground truth and the prediction is
larger when the ground truth traffic is small, and hence all
methods suffer when the traffic data are too small.
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Fig. 11. MAPE & RMSE & MARE vs. Variables �s & �t & l. (The title of each subfigure is labelled with the format “A, B, C”, where
“A”, “B” and “C” respectively refer to a metric, a dataset and one kind of variable.)

(4) When looking into the results of NF, NP, NC and DeepTP,
we find that the graph-based correlation encoding is the most
critical part of DeepTP, followed by future spatial-temporal
information encoding and past traffic encoding. In other words,
considering the correlation between different kinds of traffic
data is the main reason that DeepTP outperforms.
(5) DeepTP performs the best on all metrics. For example,
DeepTP outperforms the best existing method ST-Meta by
more than 19% on MARE for the test data of CD.
(6) When comparing the relative error (a.k.a, MAPE and
MARE), the performance of almost all methods on CD is
better than that on XA. The reason is that the traffic data of
XA is sparser than CD, and intuitively it is more difficult to
learn good representations from sparse data.

Furthermore, we evaluate the robustness of different mod-
els by respectively varying the values of �s, �t and l in
Figure 11. We have the following observations:
(1) With the increase of �s or �t, the absolute error RMSE
increases for all methods, because the affiliated traffic data at
each time interval for each region is larger.
(2) As for MAPE and MARE, different models show different
changes. First, both MAPE and MARE decrease for all deep
learning based methods. Larger �s or �t corresponds to
denser traffic data, making it better to learn spatial-temporal
representations. Second, with the same reason, MARE de-
creases for GBRT; however, its MAPE increases as GBRT cannot
take effect on the prediction of small traffic data when training
data contain more large traffic. Third, the performance of
HA improves when �s increases, but deteriorates when �t
increases. Actually, a bigger �t means that longer past traffic
data needs to be incorporated to compute the average value
for HA, but they have less influence to the future traffic.
Last, ARIMA heavily relies on the stationarity of the traffic
data sequence, which unfortunately cannot be guaranteed by
increasing or deceasing �s and �t. Thus, both MAPE and
MARE fluctuate.
(3) With the increase of the size l of past sequence, all three
metrics show the same trend for every method. The reason is
similar to the increase of �t.

TABLE II
EFFICIENCY OF TEST RESULT (�s=1km, �t=10min, l=12)

dataset HA ARIMA GBRT Seq DMVST MGCN ST-Meta DeepTP

model CD - 0.78 1.6 0.31 0.47 0.29 0.11 0.56
size(MByte) XA - 0.78 1.6 0.31 0.47 0.24 0.11 0.48
training time CD - 23.59 6.47 11.45 13.89 14.15 10.13 9.05

(minutes/epoch) XA - 21.97 5.82 11.16 13.30 13.47 9.26 7.94
estimation CD 2.65 7.33 6.77 24.44 24.79 170.79 32.05 24.50

time(seconds) XA 2.70 6.99 6.58 20.65 20.21 130.02 27.39 20.10

(4) No matter how �s, �t and l change, our method DeepTP

consistently has the best performance.

E. Efficiency Comparison

We use the model size, training time and estimation time
for efficiency evaluation. The model size represents the size
of required memory for applying the corresponding model,
and is used to evaluate the efficiency of memory usage. The
training time is used to evaluate the offline learning efficiency.
In particular, we compute the average time of an epoch for
each method. The estimation time can evaluate the online
prediction efficiency. The results are reported in Table II (HA
is not a learning method, so we ignore its model size and
training time). We observe the following:
(1) Compared with state-of-the-art MGCN and ST-Meta, DeepTP
is more efficient in both offline training and online prediction.
(2) GBRT requires the most memory while ST-Meta consumes
the least memory.
(3) The model size is almost the same for most methods,
except for MGCN and DeepTP. The reason is that both MGCN

and DeepTP have to maintain region-based graphs, whose
sizes vary from one dataset to another. In addition, our model
DeepTP includes region embeddings, whose size also varies
for different cities. In particular, the number of regions in CD
is greater than XA, so the model size on CD is greater than
that on XA.
(4) ARIMA needs more training time than other methods. That
is because ARIMA has to consider the whole training data as
a sequence and then input it at once for training parameters,
while other methods are based on batch training.
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Fig. 12. MAPE & MARE & RMSE vs. the Scalability. (The title of
each subfigure is labelled with the format “A, B”, where “A” refers
to the metric and “B” refers to the dataset.)

TABLE III
THE MAPE RESULT (%) ON TEST DATA (�s=1km, �t=10min, l=12)
R-one T-one No-reg No-time No-ctx No-con No-ngb No-sim No-sd No-pc

CD 20.32 20.07 20.53 20.47 20.44 20.87 20.75 20.35 20.36 20.46
5.23% 3.94% 6.32% 6.01% 5.85% 8.08% 7.46% 5.39% 5.44% 5.96%

XA 23.13 22.84 23.97 23.88 23.03 23.04 22.97 22.87 22.96 22.99
9.16% 7.79% 13.12% 12.69% 8.68% 8.73% 8.40% 7.93% 8.35% 8.49%

(5) GBRT consumes less training and estimation time than
the deep learning methods (Seq, DMVST, MGCN, ST-Meta and
DeepTP), because they contain the RNN module that regards
the given input as a sequence and processes it sequentially.

F. Scalability Comparison

To compare the scalability of the learning based methods
(i.e., GBRT, Seq, DMVST, MGCN, ST-Meta and DeepTP), we train
different models by varying the training data size. In particular,
we sample 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% from the training
data, and collect the associated MAPE, RMSE and MARE of
the online prediction over the test data. From Figure 12, we
have the following observations:
(1) All methods perform better if we use more training data.
(2) Deep learning methods are more stable and effective
than GBRT. E.g., the MARE of GBRT on CD is increased by
26.47�16.95

16.95 = 56.17% when we only use 20% training data,
while the ratio is only 11.96�9.74

9.74 = 22.79% for DeepTP.
(3) Our DeepTP consistently has the best performance. In
addition, in many cases (e.g., the MAPE and RMSE metrics
on CD and XA), with the sampling rate decreased, the gap
between our DeepTP and other methods becomes larger.

G. Ablation Test For DeepTP

Last, we evaluate the effectiveness of different parts of
DeepTP by conducting an ablation test. First, we replace re-
gions’ embeddings with one-hot codes and denote the variation
with R-one. Similarly, we replace the future time interval’s
embedding with one-hot codes and denote the variation with
T-one. Second, for testing the module Mc, we respectively
remove the region embedding part, the time interval embed-
ding part and the context encoding part, which are denoted
with No-reg, No-time and No-ctx. Third, for evaluating
the effectiveness of three spatial graphs (connectivity-aware

graph, neighbor-aware graph and similarity-aware graph), we
respectively remove them from DeepTP and denote them as
No-con, No-ngb and No-sim. Last, we test sd-Fusion and pc-
Fusion by respectively replacing them with direct concatenated
operators, which are denoted as No-sd and No-pc. As shown
in Table III (the percentage below the MAPE value shows
the MAPE’s increase percentage w.r.t. DeepTP.), we have the
following observations:
(1) The region embedding model plays a more important role
than the time interval embedding model in influencing the
effectiveness of DeepTP, which can be deduced from the fact
that T-one outperforms R-one.
(2) Based on the performance of No-reg, No-time and No-ctx,
the region embedding is the most ciritcal part of Mc, followed
by the time interval embedding and the context encoding.
(3) All of the three spatial graphs are important to improv-
ing our model’s effectiveness. The most significant one is
connectivity-aware graph, followed by neighbor-aware graph
and similarity-aware graph.
(4) Both sd-Fusion and pc-Fusion can impact the effectiveness
of DeepTP, and pc-Fusion is more significant.
(5) The decreasing degree of XA is greater than that of CD.
One possible reason is that the traffic data in XA is sparser
than that in CD, and thereby is harder to predict.

VIII. RELATED WORK

A. Cross-region Traffic Prediction

Cross-region traffic prediction problems regard the city as
disjoint regions, and focus on the traffic data (e.g., travel
demand and traffic flow) in each region. Most existing methods
are proposed to solve the prediction problem for one specific
type of traffic data, as listed below.
Travel Demand Prediction. The authors in [31], [2], [18]
leverage similar techniques to solve the problem. Specifically,
they first apply the CNN model to model region-level corre-
lations among different regions at each historical interval and
then apply the LSTM model to capture the sequential fea-
tures of historical intervals. To better extract spatial-temporal
features, the authors in [15] regard past traffic data as a
video and then apply 3D CNN and 3D ResNet to capture the
correlation between pick-up and drop-off. However, the above
methods cannot well capture the semantic relationship among
different regions. To address this issue, the authors in [29], [1]
model the semantic relationship with graphs and then leverage
GNN (Graph Neural Network) to capture them. The authors
in [8] also use the GNN model but they further consider the
constraint of road networks when building graphs.
Traffic Flow Prediction. The authors in [34] employ the
CNN model and the Residual neural network model to encode
historical traffic flow data, to predict traffic flows. To better
capture the temporal features, the authors in [30], [12] leverage
the LSTM model to encode traffic flow data that are modeled
as sequences. Differently, the method in [30] further contains
an attention mechanism for enhancing the sequential model.
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B. Network-based Traffic Flow Prediction
Existing studies mainly exploit the topological structure of

road networks to make traffic flow predictions, while differing
in the model design. At first, some traditional machine learning
algorithms, such as SVR (Support Vector Regression) [13],
were proposed. Recently, deep learning become the best option
due to its power of fitting any functions and the core task
is how to effectively encode the spatial-temporal features
in traffic flow. In particular, the authors in [16] propose to
use the GCN (Graph Convolution Network) to model spatial
dependency and use the RNN model to capture the temporal
dynamics. However, it cannot capture the global correlations
and the dynamic patterns of traffic data. To address this issue,
the authors in [11] employ the attention mechanisms; the
authors in [7] design a multi-resolution temporal module and
a global correlated spatial module; the authors in [21] leverage
the meta learning model to build meta GNN and meta RNN
models to capture dynamic correlations.

Remark. Unfortunately, none of the above work, has con-
sidered the correlations among different types of traffic data,
in predicting a single type of traffic data; however, as pointed
out in Section I, it is critical to the prediction accuracy and it
is not trivial to extend existing methods (primarily designed
for a single type of traffic data prediction) to achieve a joint
prediction, as various encodings need to be heavily redesigned
to incorporate the inter-traffic correlations.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the joint prediction of travel
demands and traffic flows for the first time, and proposed a
comprehensive neural network model DeepTP that seamlessly
incorporated region-level correlations, temporal periodicity
and inter-traffic correlations. First, we constructed three spa-
tial graphs to respectively capture two types of region-level
correlations, by which we can effectively generate regions’
embeddings. Second, we built temporal graphs to initialize
future time interval embeddings to capture temporal periodic-
ity. Last, we designed an effective model to encode past traffic
data with inter-traffic correlations. Extensive experiments on
real datasets verified the effectiveness of our model.
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